We simulated oxygen ion migration in layered-structure Li2MnO3 (or equivalently Li4/3Mn2/3O2) by first-principles calculations [1] [2] [3] [4] , which is the parent structure of high-capacity cathodes (Li4/3Mn2/3O2)x· (LiMO2)1−x (M=Ni, Co and Mn) for lithium ion batteries. It has NaCl-type structure with ordered cation sublattice and alternating Li and Li1/3Mn2/3 cation slabs (Fig. 1a) . We considered oxygen ion migration via a vacancy mechanism and studied the effect of hole polaron (by adding one extra hole in the supercell) on the charge state and migration of oxygen ions. As schematically shown by Fig. 1b , as the octahedrally coordinated oxygen ion (with two Mn and four Li) exchange its location with a neighboring oxygen vacancy, it would pass by two nearest-neighbor Li, so we also studied the effect of one or two interacting Li vacancies. The results of considered defect model, calculated migration barrier, and Bader charges of (to be) migrating oxygen ion at ground state before/after
2 migration and at saddle point of migration are summarized in Table 1 O, then annealed the structure by first-principles molecular dynamics at 500 K for 1.5 ps followed by step-like cooling at 400 K, 300 K and 200 K (each for 1.5 ps) and finally relaxed at 0 K. One oxygen vacancy was then randomly created to allow for oxygen migration from a neighboring site. Oxygen migration calculations were all conducted using solid-state dimer method [7] , after pre-screening using nudged-elastic-band (NEB) method [8] .
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